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1. Contact Details (Who made the observation?)
Company*: 
Contact Person / Department*: 
Stree* 
Country / ZIP Code / City* 
Phone* Fax:      Mobile:     
E-Mail*

2. Components
Android Release: 

Smartphone: 

Network:  GSM-R   Public 

3. Failure description (Short with key words)

3.1. Detailed description of the observed failure (State of the system; error pattern description of the malfunction (action-reaction); 
scope; impact; duration; frequency; static or temporarily, on which operation occurred the failure?) 

3.2. Used SIM card  (MSIDN; SIM profile; used since?) 

3.3. How and where was the failure observed? (How was the failure noticed; at which place occurred the failure?) 

3.4. When and how often does the problem occur? 
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4. Severity of failure:
1-significant / total failure
2-critical / failure of one function
3-non critical / non critical failure of a function
4-minor failure / minor failure of a function

Additional comments: 

5. Attachment (Additional documents, files; Screenshots, photos, test 
protocols, Videos etc.) 

Number of documents: 

 

Created: 

Place Date Name

3.5. Is it possible to reproduce the failure? (If yes, how?) 

The fields marked with * are mandatory fields. Without this information, a sending is not possible.
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